
iOS Photo Scanner App Photomyne Releases 
Update 3.0, Unveils New Visual Feed and 
Premium Plan 

 
Photomyne’s large-scale update 3.0 enhances photo 
management, adds web access, unveils Premium plan 
and introduces a new ‘Discover’ feed. 
 
Tel Aviv, 8 February 2016 - Photomyne, a photo app that 

invites users to quickly scan entire photo albums, save and share them with 
friends and family has released its most extensive update yet, version 3.0. 
Photomyne is one of the top 20 paid photo apps on the App Store. 
 
The new update will offer the app’s audience of over 500,000 users 
additional photo and album management flexibility such as the ability to 
reorder photos within an album, move images between albums and set 
album cover photos. In addition, users will now have more sharing options 
with a total of five channels to choose from. 
 
Version 3.0 of Photomyne includes ‘Discover,’ a first of its kind visual 
history feed of re-discovered and shared photos submitted by other 
Photomyne users. Discover offers an exclusive digital peephole into real 
life human moments of the past on a global scale. 
 
“We’re very excited about the Discover feed,” said Photomyne CEO Nir 
Tzemah. “It invites our users to pull their precious nostalgic moments into 
the digital spotlight, and celebrate those memories with the Photomyne 
community and beyond. We’ve already received significant positive 
feedback on Discover from our users.” 
 



Photomyne’s 3.0 update also includes a new Premium plan which opens 
up the full Photomyne experience to users. Premium users enjoy unlimited 
photo backup, unlimited album creations, infinite photo saves to camera roll 
and new photo access via desktop or laptop, on the web. 
 
About Photomyne 
Rediscover precious memories of the past and save them forever, right on 
your phone. Scan paper photos, back them up and share them with friends 
and family. Join +500,000 active users who already scanned more than 
10M memories with Photomyne . 
 
Photomyne seeks to be the visual storytelling tool of one’s rare 
documented moments of the past, from a time when taking pictures was 
not as trivial as it is today. Beyond a mere utility app, Photomyne helps to 
keep one’s treasures of the past secure, safe and readily available. For 
more information please visit www.photomyne.com or download the app on 
the App Store.  
 
 

 

http://www.photomyne.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/il/app/id1037784828?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/il/app/id1037784828?mt=8

